INTRODUCTION

Node Plus v5.0 Issues with sACN and Art-Net

After testing Node Plus software version 5.0 with several current Art-Net and sACN control systems on the market, it has been determined that the hardware cannot reliably support the new features available with many systems. Therefore, we have reverted to the simpler 3.1 software version of Node Plus that does not support sACN or RDM, but provides better support for Art-Net (although with known limitations as present in v3.1).

A new version of Series 400 Tools, version 5.01, has been created for this purpose. This version includes the older Node Plus version along with all other modules the same as the 5.0 release. If you have already installed Node Plus v5.0 on a system, you can upgrade to v5.01 by simply loading the Node Plus module.

Note: The Series 400 Rack Modules and Front of House Modules also store the Node software, so this Node version will need to be updated to those devices also.

UPDATING THE SOFTWARE

Step 1. At S400Tools S400 Loader window, select Node/Node+ checkbox.

Step 2. Click Start Download button to begin update. All device software versions will be updated sequentially. Progress of the update will be shown via the text display and the progress bar.